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eclipse and share in this magical 
experience with fellow Asgardians, 
friends, family and guest. This Eclipse 
party is truly transformational and will 
excite any explorer. All are welcome to 
join us and have a truly amazing 
experience. 

“This is truly an 

astonishing event for 

Asgardia, I am 

absolutely pleased to be 

coming to participant in 

this once of a lifetime 

event for Asgardia”  

-Lembit Opik  

Chair of Parliament 
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Asgardia Eclipse 
Extravaganza 
On the 8th of April 2024 a group of 
Asgardians will be converging in a 
recreational area within the township 
of Sunnyvale in the great state of Texas 
within the United States of America. 
Their goal is to witness a once of a 
lifetime event of a total Lunar/Solar 
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at a discounted price for anyone who uses 
www.Asgardia.trade to acquire these items for 
this mission.  The Blue Ghost Mission 1 (TO 
19D) is a lunar lander designed to deliver ten 
payloads to the lunar surface in 2024. The 
mission aims to investigate heat flow from the 
lunar interior, plume-surface interactions, and 
crustal electric and magnetic fields. It will also 
take X-ray images of the Earth's 
magnetosphere. Technology tests include 
regolith sampling, regolith adherence, Global 
Navigation Satellite System abilities, radiation 
tolerant computing, and dust mitigation using 
electrodynamic fields. Blue Ghost Mission 1 
was selected through NASA's Commercial 
Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) initiative, in 
which NASA contracts with a commercial 
partner, Firefly Aerospace, that provides the 
launch and lander. Additionally, Lifeship has 
partnered with Firefly to add DNA and data 
moon storage, where these collections will 
have their permanent residence at Mare 
Crisium. The launch will be in a SpaceX 
Falcon 9 rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida, 
sometime in the latter half of 2024.  

If you visit www.Asgardia.trade to get your 
DNA or DATA packages, from the home page, 
go to registered businesses in Asgardia. Scan 
down and find Lifeship; click on the missions-
tap and follow the instructions. Do not miss out 
on this once-in-a-lifetime event of sending 
either data or DNA to the moon.  
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Asgardia Moon 
Landing 
Yes, that is correct. Asgardia will be landing on 
the moon. A digital copy of what Asgardia 
symbolizes will be part of an upcoming moon 
landing. As a bonus, Asgardia’s animated 
character Raydin will also be making his first 
appearance on the moon. Asgardians have also 
been adding their DNA and other items to be part 
of this mission. Lifeship has partnered with 
Asgardia to make DNA and digital data available 


